IMPROVE YOUR CYBERSECURITY AT A GLANCE

Elastic Detector keeps your business secured. Elastic Detector is considered one of the most advanced solutions to secure IT infrastructures.

Elastic Detector outperforms existing solutions by shifting security audits to a new model: **continuous and adaptive surveillance**, which dramatically **minimizes risks** of cyber criminality damages while **lowering operational and maintenance costs**.

### Benefits

- Risk reduction
- Cost reduction
- No impact on production
- Fast & full security audit
- Accurate detailed reporting

« *We needed support to securing our infrastructures. In addition to its vulnerability monitoring solution, SecludIT offers high quality support and high availability to help us in our remediation. Elastic Detector’s risk indicators are highly appreciated by C-Suite.* »

Bruno Duriez,  
Micromania CISO

### MASTER YOUR CYBERSECURITY!

Elastic Detector is **agentless**, alleviating security administrators daily duties: no need for costly and cumbersome deployments or maintenance operations.

Still Elastic Detector delivers on the promise of **in-depth security analysis**: it scrubs servers out thanks to its **unique cloning feature**, that makes diagnosis running into the server clone while the original production server is left untouched. **Dormant servers** (invisible from typical scanners) are **captured and cloned by Elastic Detector** so they can be analyzed and secured as well.

So you can get a **comprehensive inventory** of your IT to launch your analysis serenely.
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